Role of Quantum Vibrations on the Structural, Electronic, and Optical Properties of 9-Methylguanine.
In this work, we report theoretical predictions of the UV-absorption spectra of 9-methylguanine using time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). Molecular dynamics simulations of the hydrated DNA base are peformed using an empirical force field, Born-Oppenheimer ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), and finally path-integral AIMD to understand the role of the underlying electronic potential, solvation, and nuclear quantum vibrations on the absorption spectra. It is shown that the conformational distributions, including hydrogen bonding interactions, are perturbed by the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects, leading to significant changes in the total charge and dipole fluctuations of the DNA base. The calculated absorption spectra using the different sampling protocols shows that the inclusion of nuclear quantum effects causes a significant broadening and red shift of the spectra bringing it into closer agreement with experiments.